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Classes resume before LaborDay again
by Matt Smith
Staff Writer
- For the second year in a row,
' UMO has resumed classes before
Labor Day. Dr. Richard Bowers,
vice president for academic
affairs said the main reason for
starting the semester before the
holiday is to fit 14 weeks of
classes between now and semester
break.
"From an educational point of

view 14 weeks are necessary and
15 weeks are desired," said
Bowers.

the school calendar last year from
the students who also serve on the
committee.

"You need to have a minimum
of 70 class days and with the
extra time for Thanksgiving and
to allow for five full days of final
examination, it's very difficult to
fit in enough time," Bowers said.
Dr. Bowers, who is a member
on the Calendar Committee for
UMO, noted that there were no
objections to the changes made in

Dr. Thomas D. Aceto, vice
president for student affairs, said
the Calendar Committee drew up
the schedule to start before Labor
Day to give students a better
October break.
Bowers noted the recent twoday increase in the October break
does afford a chance for students
to travel home.

"I realize that some students
who work in touristry oriented
summer jobs are required to
work up through the holiday
weekend in order to retain their
jobs for next summer.
"The question of whether to
start before or after Labor a y
will be examined very closely by
the committee this year. Starting
the semester later could give us a
better natural break in October if
the 70 days can be fit in," said
Bowers.
D
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Federal financialaid held up in Washington
by Mary Ellen Matava
Staff Writer

partial official allocation letters,"
Batty said.
UMO committed its financial aid

Some UMO students who are to
receive financial aid have not received
their money yet due to the late
announcement of new federal rules
.governing the funds and to increased
poaff
pree
nv
. ork done in the financial aid
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Ninety percent of the problems
should be resolved by the beginning of
October, director of financial aid Burt
Batty said Monday.
He said receipt of the money was
not the main problem at this Point, but
the paperwork involved irt finalizing
the grants and loans. "It is more a
backlog in processing," Batty said.
Universities had to heavily monitor
Guaranteed Studen*Loitn applications
this year. "This is the first time we
have, had to d that." he said. The
financial aid office had to perform a
needs test on each application from
students from households with an
income of $.30,000 or more.
-This activity added to the paperas financial aid staff had to
/examine students' tax forms and their
parents' tax forms. "It gave us about
200 percent more work," he said. _
Financial aid workers also had to go
through Pell Grant applications and
perform an audit. "In the past we
only had to audit 10 percent of the
applications." he said.
The new rules governing the
National Direct Student Loan, College
Work-Study and Supplemental Educational Opportunity Grant programs
were not published until Aug. 2.
Consequently, financial aid officers
were not aware how the rules would
effect aid packages.
The university has not yet received
all the federal money it has coming to
it. Batty said the reason for this is due
to the slow progress of the budgerin
Congress.
"Congress has been stalling on this
area of the budget," he said.
Each institution applies for federal
funds for financial aid and in April
receives tentative letters stating how
Official
much will be allocated.
allocation letters are usually received
by May.
"By August 15 we had only received
-

•
funds earlier than some schools in the
country. "We took a calculated risk."
he said, and committed financial aid

funds: "The money will arrive," he
said.
-•
(See Financial Aid, page 2)
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remaining scenes of summer will soon be leaving us u the cold of winter creeps in upon campus.(Bill Snow
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Overnight guest policy
enforced in dormitories
by Mary Ellen Matava
Staff writer
A Residential Life policy
concerning overnight guests in
the dormitories is being more
strictly enforced this year upon
recommendations
by
the
Council of Colleges/Residential
Life Review Committee.
The policy says that guests of
residents must be of the same
sex and must be registered with
a resident assistant.
Director of Residential Life
_ Ross Moriarity said he has
received complaints from students and parents that dormitory residents are not- being
allowed to use their room due to
a rooMmate's guest.
The rule has been part of the
policy
book
"forever,"
Moriarity said. Vice-president
for Student Affairs Thomas
Aceto said the problem of
students being denied the
use of their rooms due to their
roommate's overnight guest has
huilt up over the years. He
added that it has happened far
more often than is brought to
our attention."
He said that students are
reluctant to confront their roommate when he or she is having a
guest over that is interfering
with their sleep or study time.

Michele Guilmette
Staff Writer

Some students use stories of
their roommate's guests as
a reason for their academic
failure, Aceto said. He said.
"Students use these stories as a
reason when they appeal" tp the
university after they have been
dismissed.
"They complain
that they couldn't study."
He said that R.A.'s and
R.D.'s find students sleeping in
the lounge on a couch because
their roommates have asked
them to leave. "Each person
has paid for that room and they
should. have full access to it at
all times," he said.
Hancock Hall resident assistant Heidi Anderson said some
students she has talked to
regarding the enforcement_af
the guest policy' Take it as a big
joke." This factor, she said, will
inathc pOlicy harder to
enforce.
"It is necessary because there
have been so many complaints
from parents and students,"
she said. "But it will take some
adjusting from staff and students alike.''
Junior Ken Waltz is a dorm
resident and he agreed that,it
will be a difficult policy to
enforce. "It seems that they are
not treating us like adults," he
said.
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Today's Weather
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in the readings.

Sunny and cool Tuesday. Highs in the upper 50s
north and 60s elsewhere.
Clear Tuesday night. LOS in the 30s and 40s.
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Harvard students to presentpoliticalf°rum
by Mike Harman
Staff Writer
Two students from Harvard
University's Institute Of Politics will
be presenting a discussion next week on
several different facets of the nuclear
arms race, according to Dr. V.K.
Balakrishnan,
professor
of
mathematics at UMO and campus
representative to ihe United Campuses
To Prevent Nuclear War organization.

•

Balakrishnan said the coordinator of
the 10P project, Jay Hamilton, and
another Harvard student, Rob
Sorcher, will be in the North Bangor
room of the Memorial Union at 4 p.m.
on Wednesday, Sept. 15.

In a letter recently sent to,
Balakrishnan said Hamilton hoped to
have as many people as possible
Balakrishnan, Hamilton explained that to have repres
entatives from various attend the
discussion and that he
the purpose of the discussion will be to local groups
concerned with the looked forward
to the possibility of
'ensure that numerous sides' are nuclear issue presen
t at the meeting.
getting some volunteers to help him in
presented to student voters during the
Balakrishnan said he would like
future efforts of this type.
commg Congressional debat
es on the , •!'njajajo].•il•C•ral
aim
-.1-a:rati..wrows-TaT•wroicaw,-roa
bilateral nuclear freeze initiative and
the President's Strategic Arms
Reduction Talks proposals.
Hamilton further stated that he and
Sorcher were putting together a
program which addresses a number of
other related questions such as the
current nuclear balance, the freeze and
verification of such, views of Soviet
intentions and capabilities, and the
cost of an adequate defense.

Financial aid held up

A

-

(continued from page 1)
Some schools had not committed
their financial aid funds as late as
August. Batty added. Many of these
schools are trying to help their
students with their dilemma.
The University of Pennsylvania is
financing its student aid program with
$2 million this fall, and expecting to be
repaid by Washington when funds are
available. The University oftonnecticut and Florida Sate Univirsify are
offering their students short-term
loans. '
UMO does not have a plan in effect
to offset the late financial aid fundin ,

. Lost: Female
setter. Black wit
months old. I
contact Mike N
7589(Kappa Sig

but assistant director of Budget
and
Fiscal Services Georges Berube said
the business office has defered
payment on some students' bills if
they have financial aid coming to
them.
"If we know the student if receiving
financial aid, if it is documented, we
will let psopie defer their bills until
the
money comes in," Berube said. .
He said _that students expecting
money from outside sources have had
their bills defered as well. "As long
as we know about it, and if it is of no
fault of the student," the payment is
defered, he said.

Found: Ladle
parking: lot Sep
tQ Clairil it.
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ATTENTION SENIORS

All those interested in running for
Senior Council for the Class of 198
3 should
sign up September 8-17 in the
Student
Government Office(3rd floor
Memorial
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Hefty sum raised,for
Annual AlumniPund

Michele Guilmette
Staff Writer

Over the past fiscal year, from
September 1, 1981 to June 30, 1982,
the University of Maine at Orono has
generated $614,000 in private
donations for their Annual Alumni
Fund.
These private donations, given to the
General Alumni Associaiton, came
from members of the President's Club
which donated S.I,000 or more, and
last year's gradtlates. "Much of it, believe it or not," said
Catherine Palmer, editor of the Maine
Altimnus Magazine, "contes--4rom
seniors on campus." .
Through the Senior Challen_ge,
Seniors are invited -to--pledge five
dollars per year, with some former
students donating as much as $10. "I
thin.kjes great and it's_been one of the
most successful campaigns of the
.14, --year," she said.
Robert Holmes Jr., Fund DireCtor
for the General Alumni Association

ea'

said there were 9,777 contributions over
the past fiscal year. Two other successful fund raising
campaigns he added were the National
Student Phone-a-Thon which took
place last spring and the Reunion
giving Program successfully raising
more money than in the years past.
Holmes explained the funds are used
"both for scholarships and the support
of the service of the alumni to the
_
students."
_Palmer noted a-little more than half
of the funds will be used for the
purchase of library material, such as
books and periodicals, scholarships
and faculty endowments.
"Another portion will go toward
reunion activities, homecoming andthe magazine budget which has a
circulation of over 40,000 copies," she
said. _
After -completingthis mast
"successful campaign year, Holmes said
the _General Alumni Association _i _
hard to believe t at e annual ritual ofsprint, the Weinstock festival, was
-ready tó kick-offit- new (and hopefully
last May.(Bill Snow photo)
here
held
just as successful)one this September.

Lowdown
Tryouts for Neil Simon's The
Good Doctor, the second major
profuction of the Maine Masque
season and the production that
will go on tour to various Maine
communities in November, will
be held on Wednesday and
Thursday, Sept. 8 and 9, at 7
p.m. in the Pavilion Theatre. All
students are invited to participate
in the readings.
Lost: Female black lab/Irish
setter. Black with white chest. Six
months old. If found please
contact Mike Martorella at 5817589(Kappa Sigma).

JP:

Found: Ladies watch in Union
parking,lot Sept. 3. Call 866-5672
to_claim it.

t-

Varsity Ice Hockey tryouts.
anyone interested in trying out
for varsity ice hockey must sign
up on a list at Alfond Arena
before Sept. 20 and attend a
meeting on Tues. Sept 21 at 7
p.m. in 100 English/Math.
There will be a required
meeting for all women interested
in or participating in any varsity'
sports at 8:30 p.m. Sept. 8(Wed.)
in Lengyel Gym.
the
Noon. Women
in
Curriculum
welcome back
session. All students, faculty,
administrators
and
staff
welcome. No. Bangor Lounge,
Union.

This calculator thikbisiness.
TheTI Student Business Analyst.

4 p.m. Maine Peace Action
Committee (MPAC) meeting
Virtue Room, the Maples. All
iterested persons are welcome.
4:30 p.m. Add and Drop ends.
6:30 p.m. WMEB open house.
115 East Annex. All students
welcome.
The young Democrats will be
holding a. meeting on Wed. Sept.
Sat 4 p.m. in the Coe Lounge at
the Union. Everyone is welcome
_ to attend. Permanent officers will
--Ape elected at this meelloial

If there's one thing undergrad It all means you spend less
of the package. You also get
business students have always time calculating, and more
a book that follows most
needed, this is it: an affordable, time learning. One keystroke business courses: the icsiness
business-oriented calculator.
takes the place of many.
Analyst Guidebook. Business
The Student Business Analyst., The calculator is just part
professorstielped us write-it,
—Its built-in business formula,-"
7-TO help you get the most dut
let you perform complicated of calculator and classroom.
finance, accounting and
A powerful combination.
statistical functions—the ones
Think business.
that usually require a lot of
With the Student
time and a stack of reference
Business Analyst.
books, like present and future
value calculations, amortizations and balloon payments.

—

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
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Opinion
Just Thinking

Blame Uncle Sam

DAVID R.WALKER

Register,
Pitase2---

to approve theln for guaranteed student loans. This is
also added paper work.
The financial aid office itself is doing its best with
the hanckthat it has been dealt.
Financial Aid Director Burt Batty thinks that 90
percent of all problems will be resolved by Oct. 1
when the university receives its money.
Maybe the university's immediate problems will be
answered by then, but not its long range ones. The answers to this set of problems lie within our present
government under the Reagan Administration. And
at the moment, those answers don't seem to be
surfacing.
Cutbacks are needed, but perhaps not so much in
actual dollars but in the way the money is
administered.
Under the present system, one person may get an
abundance of financial aid while another is lacking in
funds for school. This doesn't make sense.
We need a system that works, not a system that is
weak and prohibits some students from attending
college.
It all lies in administration, Uncle Sam.
K.M:

Blame it on Uncle Sam.
When you go to the financial aid office in Wingate
Hall, and they tell you "Sorry, we don't have your
money," don't blame it on the person behind the
counter. It's the fault of the federal government.
This year, UMO was one of many universities
across the nation which had to bear the brunt of the
_
decisions,Of President Ronald Reagan's
administration.
ReaganYpOlicy has been Mt,cut, cut all the,way
and now it is UMO's turn on the chopping block.
UMO has not received federal money yet and this
is creating some problems in administering financial
aid. Most ofthe problems, however, have not
occured because of the lack of revenue, but because
of the increase in paper work.
What UMO has done to compensate for not
receiving the federal money is to allow students to
defer payments on their bills. This is added paper
work.
In addition, the financial aid office is faced with
the task of administering a needs test to all students
whose family incomes are more than $30,000 in order

4

The University ofMaine a
The Maine Campus is published daily at
the University of Maine at Orono.
Editorial and business offices are
located at suite 7A Lord Hall, UMO,
Orono, Maine, 04469, telephone- (207)
58127531. .Advertising and subscriptiou
rates available'Upon request. 'Printed at
The Ellsworth American. Ellsworth..
Maine.04605.

freshman triples appeared overnight. These problems
have been here for as long as anybody can remember
and they should have been acted upon before.
The action taken to convert Augusta and Belfast
halls to no-alcohol dormitories will definately benefit
non-drinking students who may find it difficult to
study while there is aparty in progress next door.
This idea is great but why isrt4 anything being
done at the Orono campus?
Blaring stereos, alcohol abuse, freshman triples
and other inconveniences associated with residential
life are obvious on this campus also. Wouldn't it be a
good idea to look into these problems on the Orono
campus, where many more students are affected,
also?
Maybe the example set by the faculty and
administrators for theltc campus will catch on
here. This should be an environment where students
who want to study should be able to without any
inconveniences. This is an sicademic community and
those people who want to take advantage of the
academic programs to theilfullest shouls have the
opportunity to do so.
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Improving life
It's a refreshing sign to finally see faculty members
and administrators take a role in trying to improve
the living conditions on the BCC campus.
The recently formed task force is now working to
--- change the enforcement of quiet hours, disallowing
triples, improving the depressing physical
environment of the residential life buildings,
developing and dispensing a college-wide freshman
reading list and increasing intramural activity among
dorm residents, commuters and the physical
education department.
If more people took an active role in improving the
quality of life at this university, a lot of problems
would never occur.
Thomas Aceto, vice president of student affairs,
sited alcohol abuse as a problem facing many of the
students living in the dorms. He said that the faculty
members working on the task force thought alcohol
abuse was creating problems for students trying to
study and that abusers were missing classes and
exams.
When the problem gets so out-of-hand, it's time to
do something about it. But why did it take so long for
the problems to surface?
It is hard to believe that alcohol abuse and

The U.S. government has an
interesting problem, and it seems
the remedies to that problem
merit some exposure.
As you are aware, President
Reagan called some time ago for
mandatory registration-- of -all
men born in the years 1960
through 1962. Failure to register,
it happens, is a felony punishable
by up to five years in jail and
$5,000. The problem? At last
count, the mass of violators
exceeded 20 times the capacity
the, federal prison system.
Reagan's administration must devise a method to persuade the
700,000 non-re.ssiistrants to do
what "misguided idealism, peer
pressure or lack of maturity," as
one commentator defines it, has
caused them to do.
Whether strong moral ideals or
what selective service officials
label "confusion involved in
restarting the system" has been
the cause of the astounding lack
of compliance with Reagan's
mandate, the fact remains that if
the administration is to save face,
it must persuade the threequarters of a million now
unregistered potential draftees to
register.
The U.S. attorney general's
approach is to make an example
by prosecution of those most
vocal in their stance against the
government. But this approach
Boston
finds its
critics.
University's President JohnSiber
-asserts this approach "tends to
prodifee— intirtVrs," and, e
writes, "martyrs are just what the
anti-registration movement
needs." His advice? Punish those
who have "so far played the
odds, who are gambling they
won't be caught" with an
amendment to the registration
'<law that would mean $50 a day
fines for non-registration. After
$5,000 in fines had piled up, he
suggests, the draft evaders would
now
face
the
penalty
automatically awaiting convicted
evaders.
Hugh Paine, like Siber,
believes that the inability of the
U.S. government to prbsecute
fairly all_non-registrants will
to an erosion of democratic
principles, at least, he volunteers,
if the government continues its
now arbitrary selection of
i nductees.His suggestion? "Since
we often come to repent the folly
of our youth," he writes, evaders
should be given the stiffest
penalty of all, at least in the eyes
of an 18 to 21 year old male.
"Deny any young man who has
not registered for the draft his
drivers license."
(see "Column" p. 5)
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Response
EQUAL TIME
Ehe tfunite Campus welcomes letters to the editor. Letters should be
briet t300 %ord or less) and include a name and telephone number.
Nantes %ill be ssithheld onli under special circumstances.
"Anotoi_mous'._ and open letters, although
welcome, Will not be published.
I he Maine Campus
reserves the
right to
edit letters
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Column
(cont.from p. 4)
But I prefer a suggestion
forwarded
by
Andy
Rooney of 60 Minutes.
Sickened, as I -am, at the
outlandish cost of each new
Chrysler-built tank (2.7
million a piece), he
recommended the U.S.
its
Army
alleviate
registration campaign
problems by presenting
every army soldier with
three new Chrysler "Le
Barons." After all, he
volunteered, it would cost
the same as a fleet of tanks
and would surely be
incentive euough to attract
an abundance of soldiers.

crmentary
I've only been back here
for a week, but it already
seems like I never left and
that nothing has changed
in the months since all of us
departed for the summer.
Still, a few noteworthy
things have changed. The
Cabins' location has been
reduced to a driveway, a
little more grass has fallen
prey to parking space..
One change which I
classify among these on my
"most destructive" list is
finals
split-week
the

Senior Council candidates sought
To the editor:
Would
the
most
hardworking, enthusiastic,
and dedicated seniors please
come foward!
On Sept. 30, elections will
be held to select 12 seniors to
serve on the Senior Council
for the class of 1983.
For those of you who may
not know, the Senior Council

is a group of students (seniors)
voted on by the senior class to
serve as a representative board
for their class. Responsibilities
of the senior council include
the planning of the senior class
meeting, senior celebration,
senioE week, commencement
and other senior.activities. We
would like -to—encourage all
interested seniors, to sign up
between Sept. 8 - 17, from 8

that the atmosphere during
finals "weekend': will be
conducive to heavy-duty
studying. Face it, it's hard
enough to enforce quiet
hours now; how will it be
done when almost every
student is dying to let out
some bottled-up anxiety?
Students studying will be
interrupted and those who
neglect their studies will
lose out as well.
Another problem which
may arise- is excessive
damage to -- university

BLOOM COUNTY
WHAT DO 11:1U
5UFFOSE
ANIMALS
DREAM P130V1

David R. Walker is a senior
philosophy and journalism
major and editor of the
Maine Campus Magazine.

naomi laskey'

Finals "weekend"
schedule we'll be following
later this year.
Finals are scheduled to
begin on a Wednesday and
to end the following
Tuesday at the close of this
semester. Though the
administration must have
valid reasons for their
decision to follow this
schedule, it could be
disasterous to students and
destructive to the campus.
Though -quiet hours will
most likely be in effect in
dormitories, it is imlikely

a.m. to 4 p.m. in the Student
Government office.
We're anxiously waiting to
get this year off to a great start
and make this a great year for
all seniorS.
, Rusty Frost
Bryn Hamblin
--- Peter Hoefele
John Sehroeter
Jr.-Class Representatives
Class of 1982

property during the split
finals week.
Think about the damage
done to university buildings
and equipment during
"normal" weekends. Now
imagine what could occur
on a weekend when each
student's anxiety and
tension levels are at a
semester high.
Is it really necessary to
take the chance of Any more
damage to students or
university property in the
name of new schedule?

by Berke Breathed
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World News
Labor
Secretary
confident
NEW YORK(AP)- Labor Secretary
Raymond Donovan said Monday he
will not resign and that he remains an
asset to the Reagan administration
despite a renewed investigation of
----reports that he had dealings with
mobsters.
"I understand Silverman's report is
.••••••yr•re
due fairly shortly, and I and my
...,.company will be totally exonerated
from any of the allegations that have
been made," Donovan predicted.
Asked about Donovan's claim. to
confidence about the investigation's
outcome, Silverman said, "I don't
know what basis he has for being
confident." A federal source said last
week that Silverman's report would be
ready "in a matter of weeks."
In another live interview Monday on
the CBS "Morning News," Donovan
was asked why allegations against him
keep surfacing.
". . Someone, I hope, will get a
Pulitzer Prize to answer that very
question. When Mr. Silverman is
through and files his final report, that
is not the final chapter to what has
happened to Ray Donovan,- he said.
"I believe that the answer to your
question will come out..."
Asked if he had become a political
liability to Reagan, Donavan said, "I
honestly can tell you, looking you
straight in the eye, that I, Ray
Donovan, believe I'm a political
asset."

Soc

News Briefs
Houston (AP) - A
paraplegic died when he was
left alone in a car for 11 hours
while his wife and four other
relatives visited a Houston
amusement park. police said
Monday.
The family reported the death
of Leonardo Franco Flores, 58,
of Cot-pus Christi about 10:30
p.m. Sunday night, homicide
deteefive R.O. Olive said. No
cause of death was immediately
determined.
"He's been a paraplegic for
the past 10 years." said Olive,
who said the family told him
Flores was disabled by a stroke.

"He could not speak,‘ feed
himself or go to the restroom.
,
LONDCOts1 (AP) - Sir Douglas
Bader, Britain's legless World
War II ace fighter pilot who shot
down at least 22 German planes,
died early Sunday of an apparent
heart attack. He was 72.
Royal Air Force chiefs
described as a"truly national
hero" the pilot who lost both legs
above the knee in a 1931 flying
accident and argued his way back
into service to become a legend in
war and inspiration to disabled
people in peacetime.
He walked. without a cane,
played tennis, golf, squash and
continued flying as a hoppy until

grounded in 1980 because of a
heart condition. Bader regularly
the
for
visited
homes
handicapped and people recently
disabled.
TORONTO (AP) - Economic
leaders from 146 nations opened
their annual meeting on the
world's financial problems today
with a warning from Canadian
Prime Minister Pierre Elliott
Trudeau that "conditions we face
today are worse than any" since
World War II.
"These hard times, and these
perceptions of looming crises, are
generating fear in the minds of
some of our people."

by Peter W
Staff Writer
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Israel angry
JERUSALEM (AP) -In a new sign
of irritation with President Reagan, a
senior official said today that the new
U.S. peace proposals "make it more
difficult" to negotiate and said Israel
no longer wants to resume the .
Palestinian autonomy talks right away.
The charge followed a sharp
response by the United States to the
Israeli government's approval of seven
new Jewish settlements for the
occupied West Bank and Gaza Strip'ii
defiance of Reagan's call for a
settlement freeze.
Israel had been seeking an
immediate resumption 04th
Palestinian autonomy talks -mandAted
by the 1979 Camp David ac rds
signed by Egypt, Israel and the qnited
States.
-But the official, who refused/to be
identified by name or positio , said
gin's
Prime Minister Menachem
government now believes it !ill take
"weeks or months" to reopen the
talks, which have been frozen for half
a year.
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What you need to tackle the
higher mathematics of a science
or-engineering curriculum are
more functions—more functions than -a simple slide-rule
calculator has.
Enter the 11-55-II, with 112
powerful functions. You can
work faster and more accurately with theT1-55-11, because it's
preprogrammed to perform
complex calculations -likesclefinite integrals,linear regression

More nukes
WASHING-19;i(AP) he United
States has 50 percent miore nuclear
weapons than the Soviet Union,
despite President Reagan's assertion
that the Russians have the upper hand,
a liberal-oriented defense group
asserted Monday.
Reagan has proposed a $215.9
billion Pentagon spending plan for the
new fiscal 1983 budget year starting
--:Oct. 1 - a peacetime -record 159
percent jump in outlays. He said U.S.
defenses must be modernized to
compete with the S5IViCtS.

and hyberbolics-at the touch the entire formula.
of a button.And ft can also be
Included is the Calculator
programmed to do repetitive
Decision-Making Sourcebook.
problems without re-entering It makes the process of using
the11-55-11 even simpler, and
shows you how to use all the
power of the calculator.
Get to the answers
faster. Let a T1-55-1I
show you how.

TEXAS
INSTRUMENTS
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Sports
Soccer team hosts UMPIin season opener
a

by Peter Weed
Staff Writer
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The University of Maine at Orono
Black Bear soccer team will host the
University of Maine at Presque Isle
Owls today at 2:30.
The game will be the season's first , for both clubs.
Maine goes into the game following
a 5-1 scrimmage—win over Maine
Maritime A-cademy Saturday at Castine.
Black Bear coach Jim Dyer said the
scrimmage was very useful. Dyer said
his team "moved well and also keptgood control of the ball throughout the
game'..
"The team controlled (play) the
majority of the game," said Black
Bear co-captain Billy Meader.
Dyer also said he would like to see
an improvement in the Black Bears
finishing. He said the team failed to

capitalize on some good scoring
opportunities.
"I would like to see us set the pace
and control the (today's) game," Dyer
said. He also added that he expects
strength and fitness to be important in
today's match.
Meader said he feels the team will
do very well today and he is sure that
everyone is ready.
The Owhy-who were 10-5-J a year
ago will return 10 of 22 players. The
Black Bears were 8-8 and will return
10 players from a year ago.
Owls coach Frank McGraph said, "I
feel Wre have a good squad and I thinkthe game will be competitive."
.McGraph -said Arndos Benner, a
stopper back should help the °Ma an.
defense because "he is a strong
player."
The Owl's top returning scorers
from last year are Darrel Walker and
Behrad Tal Eb Zadeh, an Iranian
student, who had nine goals and three

assists.
Behrad Tal Eb Zadeh will be joined
by his brother Behram, who is new
this year at Presque Isle. McGraph
said both players are experienced and
should help the Owls.
The Owl's have two new goalkeepers who McGraph says he has

been working with very hard.
McGraph said his team is young apd
he expects them to come on strong as
they gain more experience.
David LaPrise, who had a 2.19 goals
against average last year, will start in
goal for Maine.

THEY'RE BACK!!!
MAINE CAMPUS
PEltS AuLar
Say anything(within reason)
to anybody forjust $1.00!

_

Just$1.00 will buy you 20 words
in the
MAINE CAMPUS
PERSONALS SECTION
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Don't miss your chance to welcome back
friends,wish someone a happy birthday,
or just soy hello to someone special in
Friday's Maine Campus.
Stop by the information booth,
afternoons in the Memorial Union
or come to the basement of
Lord Hall to place your personal.

Pia
Deadline; Thursday, 11:00 AM. FOR
N

Lorenzo Bonier looks to be back in his 1980 All-American form after rushing
for 209 yds. and four touchdowns in the Bear's- 38-15 win over Howard
University Saturday.(file photo)

Look for upcomingfall
baseball stories in the
Maine Campus

* Personals will not run
weekly this year.

FREE MEMBERSHIP!!
WHOLESALE CLUB..
Latest 2400 fashionable products!'
Save/Make 35 percent !!
Send S.A.S.E. to Catalog,
Box 495-CI4, Moberly, Mo. 65270

WANTED:Editorfor

The Maine Review,the UMO student
literary magailise.Send
resume and covering letter
to room 413 Eng/Math
Building.Closing date for
applications will be
Sept.24.

AUDITIONS
for 20th CENTURY
MUSIC-ENSEMBLE
will be held
TUESDAY,
SEPT.7,
3:00pm ,
236LORD_
HALL
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Three and one half behind
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Rice,Yaz power Sox past Cleveland,10-3
CLEVELAND(AP)- Jim Rice drove
in five runs with four hits and Carl
Yastrzemski collected his 440th career
home run as the Boston Red Sox
posted their 12th victory in 15 games
with a 10-3 win over the Cleveland
Indians Monday.
Mike Torrez, 8-8, yielded all three
Cleveland runs and six hits over 5 2/3
innings before Bob Stanley came on to

hold the Indians scoreless on four hits
the rest of the way as he notched his
13th save.
Jerry Remy led off the first with a
walk. After Dwight Evans singled,
Rice unloaded his 21st homer, a drive
over the center field fence off Larry
Sorensen, 10-12, for a 3-0 Boston lead.
Evans singled with two outs in the
second and scored when Rice doubled

off the fence in center. Yastrzemski
followed with single to score Rice and
knock out Sorensen.
The Red Sox added two more runs

in the inning for a 7-0 lead on Wade
Boggs' RBI single and a throwing
error by third baseman Toby Harrah
on Dave Stapleton's grounder.

ifrewers fall in 10th,6-5
MILWAUKEE (Al')
Tom
Brookens hit a home run in the
10th inning to push the Detroit
Tigers to a 6-5 win over the
Milwaukee Brewers Monday.

Mill Wilcox, 10-7, yielded ten
hits before giving way to Pat
'Underwood and Aurelio Lopez
in the tenth.
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The Army's active, reserve and national guard units are on
the move all around the globe. Over land, through harbors
and ports, in the air.
If you are looking for an executive position in the future—
yet you want plenty ofaction now—look at the list of oppor
tunities available to the Army officer. Opportunities to
manage people and equipment. Opportunities to lead
America's finest on land and sea. Opportunities to soar,
through the air. The training that qualifies you to be an Army
officer can put you a step ahead in any future career—
military or civilian.
Make the first step now. See the Professor of Milita
ry
Science on your campus.

BE ALLYOU CAN BL.

D. Walker, Jr.

Mt ARMY
&ORD ADMISSIONS OFFICER
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Student
enrollment
projection
unchanged
by Ed Manzi
Staff Writer
-

• •

-N.

Although there are 397 fewer
students living on campus this semester
than last, the projected student
enrollment for the 1982-83 academic
year suggests the decrease in financial
aid will not be as detrimental to student
enrollment as was once thought.
According to projections made by
the Office of Admissions and the
Office of the Registrar, there are
11,340 students attending UMO this
semester.
This figure includes all
undergraduates and graduate students
as well as night students.
This
compares to 11,315 students who
attended UMO last year. However, it
should be noted that the official fall
enrollment figures will not be available
until Oct. 15.
Registrar John_Collin.s is confident
of the projection. "I think we will
retain the status WO this year," Collins
said. "I'm pretty optimistic about
these projections, but we won't know
for sure until Oct. 15."
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Director of Residential Life, H. Ross
Moriarty, said 397 fewer students on
campus residents does not indicate a
decline in enrollment. He said there
has been a trend for the past three
years which indicates there are more
"non-traditional students" attending
UMO who chose not to live on
campus. Non-traditional students are
older than typical students in the 18 to
22 year old bracket, Moriarty said.
"We don't consider this to be bad,"
Moriarty said.
"We've had
overcrowding in the past and the
dorms here are still overcrowded.
Getting down to normal would be

\

•
•

Director of Financial Aid, -Burt
Batty, seemed to be less confident or
enrollment projection. Batty said
the decrease in financial aid has
reduced the number of out-of-state
freshmen because these students can
attend colleges in their own state for
less money.
He said some prior recipients of
financial aid could not receive Pell
grants and Guaranteed Student Loans
this year because of tighter restrictions
imposed by the federal government.
Consequently, he said,"Some students
have left school, but we don't know
how many and we won't know for a
few weeks."
Director of Admissions, William
Munsey, said he believes enrollment
projections will be "fairly accurate".
"We might be off maybe two o.r three
percent," Munsey said, "but
enrollment will be about the same
as last year."
He said there are 540 freshmen
attending UMO this semester which is
less than last year, but the same as in
1980. He agreed there are fewer outof-state freshmen this year, but said,
"the numbers are very low and do not
indicate it was for financial reasons."
He said the admissions office
conducted a survey on all freshman
who decided not to attend UMO. The
survey asked each student to list his or
her new choice, and the reason for the
choice.
The results, he said, "showed that
most freshmen chose other colleges
because of the proximity and academicprogram rather than financial reasons.

-

Polling place legal,still uncertain
The polling place Orono wanted to
set up is either the Lengyel or
Memorial Gym.The town now has two
polling places and wants to add athird
when students are living here.

the legislation is understandable,
considering the brevity of the sentence
being interpreted and the extraction
from
the amendment from which it
The town of Orono may not have as
taken.
was
=Thy problems as orilidatcy thought in
"It is important to get as many
setting up a polling place for .students
The problem came in the students as possible to vote,"
Collins
at UMO, according to a letter written interpretation of a certain sentence
said.
"There
are
a
great
many
of
issues
to Dick Davies, former State Legislator of an amendment to legislaiton which
which affect students and if they vote
from Deputy Secretary of State Jim reads, "Voting districts may be
in large numbers for this election, it
Henderson.
established or consolidated under this
Professor Ed Collins of the political section for all or only certain classes of will alert candidates to notice them in
others."
science department received a copy of elections."
However, Cota does not want to add
The letter which was written at Davies'
Town manager Ray Cota said the an -extra cost burden to the tax payers
request for a translation of an
town was unsure what "classes of and he was concerned that the town
amendment to legislation which was
elections" were. Henderson has would have to maintain the third
unclear about when communities could
interpreted the sentence to mean that polling place in the town even when the
set up special polling places.
the town can set up polling places -Mr -stiidentsiia-Fuifift session.
Orono originally wanted to set up a
general elections but not for special'
Collins urged students to attend the
polling place for students living in
elections. Cota said before "classes_ meeting to show the council there is
dormitories because of the concern of elections" were interpreted to mean interest in setting up anothtr polling
over waiting lines which discouraged State or local elections.
place.
many students from voting.
The interpretation has made.
% clear
Collins said the misinterpretation of
that the town does not have to
maintain the third polling place, and
the matter now goes before the town
council Sept. 13. -Even though the legality of setting
up a voting place which would make it
easier for students to vote, the council
11 has the final say on wiiether the
third voting place is needed or not.
Cota said traditionally students are
more intrested in national elections
and elections concerning issues like
nuclear power, but are less interested in
local issues. He said the costs to the
taxpayers have to be considered,
The Newman Center is currently the only place near campus where the
especially if only a few students show
students can go to vote.(Bill Snow photo)
up to vote.
, •
by Nancy Storey
Staff Writer
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Two bicyclists injured in
accidents on bike nath
by Marshall Murphy
Staff Writer

The university bike path was
the scene of two seperate bicycle
accidenti;- ‘which
injuries for two people Monday.
Tom St. Amand of the Pine
Hill trailer park received amild
concussion, a badly bruised arm
and shoulder, and had his left
wrist in a half cast following
a morning accident on the bike
path.
"The quick release on my front
tire came loose and then my
front tire fell off, causing me to
fall and absorb much of the
impact on my head and
shoulder,"' St. Amand said.
St. Amand did not feel,
however, that the bike path
actually caused the accident.
"While I may have taken some
NMI of bump, the reason for the
accident stemmed from the very

_

There will be a required
meeting for all women interested
in or participating in any varsity
sports, at 6:30 p.m. Sept. 8 in the
Lengyle Gym.
Noon.
Focus on Women.
Program. "Spectra 2", N'ID.
Bangor Lounge.
The UMO College Republicans
will be having a meeting Wed.,
Sept. 8 at 7 p.m. in the Coe
Lounge of the Memorial Union.
All interested students are
invited.
Off campus students interested
in receiving mailings on
upcoming intramural activities
should leave their name and
address at the Recreational
Sports Office in 140 Memorial
Gym.
An information meeting for
students interested in giving
campus tours will be held Thurs.,
Sept. 9 at 3:30 p.m. in the SSA
room of the Menabrial Union.

loose front tire, NI. Amand
said.
Mary Novak of 37 Union St. in
Bangor was visiting UMO
and was bicycling with a friend
when her accident occurred.
Novak apparently veered to
one side to avoid a collision with
another bicyclist travelling in the
opposite direction when she fell
from her bicycle.
According to university police,
Novak received a concussion and
several head abrasions. Novak
was unavailable for comment on
the extent- or •severity of her
injuries. The other cyclist
involved received a minor cut
on his leg.
"These are the first accidents
to occur on the bike path
in some time," Sgt. Mike Zubik
of the LIMO police department
said. "I-cannot recall having any other accidents on the bike trail,"
Zubik said.

The Young Democrats will be
holding
a
meeting
on
Wednesday, Sept. 8 at 4 p.m. in
Coe Lounge in the Memorial
Union. Everyone is welcome to
attend. Permanent officers will
be elected at this meeting.
Tryouts for Neil Simon's The
Good Doctor, the second major
production of the Maine Masque
Season, will be held on Sept. 8
and 9 at 7 p.m. in the Pavilion
Theatre. All students interested
in reading for a part are invited.

Today's Weather
Sunny weather today with a high of 60 degrees. Clear this evening with
'low temperatures from 37-43. Thursday is expected to be sunny with highs
in the 60s.

Computers are a big help
in class registration
by Bruce Clavette
Staff Writer

upperclassmen. Also, they may not
have had the right prerequisites, such
as another course that compliments the
one the student wants. It also may
Using a computer to register
be
a course offered for majors only or a
students for classes, which the
"no freshman allowed" course.
university has been doing for a year, is
Seniors don't always get the courses
not only fast but accurate, said Anton
they want either however. Usually
F. Mayer, associate registrar, Tuesday.
a,
'"It's working well, just excellent," senior who needs a course as a
requirement to graduate gets first
he said. Mayer said the computer is
priority no matter that the course may
programmed to give all students what
be outside his college, or major: But
they want in the time slot they want but
when that's not possible because class this isn't always the case.
enrollment is full the machine then
In the business college, priority is
juggles the timilrots trying to fit in as —given to business majors even though
students from other majors may need a
many students as possible. If there
Still...ADO many- stode n-ts,- theft
b.U.Siness coursefor graduation.
__priority is given first to seniors; then
'
,The- basic problem is- not enough
staff," said W. Stanley Devino, dean
juniors and so on.
Mayer said the computer places of-the Business College. "There isn't a
students in classes using programming problem that wehave that couldn't be
information that comes from the corrected with more faculty."
department in the students' major.
Devino said the Business College has
"It's their (the department's) decision
the highest ratio of students to faculty
on who's going into what class," of any college at UMO and priority
Mayer said.
-must be given to business majors.
As a rule, students who don't get "We would love to offer all our
courses they want are underclassmen
courses to anyone that wants them but
that
we're unable to," he said.
have
been
bumped. by

THEY'RE BACK!!!
MAINE CAMPUS
PERSONALS!

Varsity Ice Hockey tryouts.
Anyone interested in trying out
must sign up on list at Alfond
Arena before Sept. 20 and attend
a meeting on Tues. Sept. 21 at 7
p.m. in 100 English/Math.

Say anything(within reason)
to anybody forjust $1.00!
Just $1.00 will buy you 20 words
in the
MAINE CAMPUS
PERSONALSSECTION!

Found. One set of keys
in
English-Math. Inquire at
the
Maine Campus in the
basement
of Lord Hall. Ask for Nanc
y.
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Don't miss your chance to welcome back
friends, wish someone a happy birthday,
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or just say hello to someone special in
Friday's Maine Campus.
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Mill St. Orono

Stop by theiriformation booth,
in the Memorial Union.

THIS WEEK

or come to the basement of
Lord Hall to place your personal.

Wed.& Thur.
SEARSMONT STREET BAND
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Deadline;Thursday, 11:00 AM.

Fri.& Sat.
BRIGHT BAND
Happy Hour
5-7 Wed.-Thurs 3-7 Fri.
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* Personals will not run
weekly this year.
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CANNONSBURG, PA.(AP)- Long
before the atomic bomb, long
before
nuclear power plants, residents of
this
western Pennsylvania community lived
with waste buried by nuclear pioneers.
Uranium processing plants, which
once supplied scientist Marie Curie
with radium and later helped toward
building the Hiroshima and Nagasaki
bombs, produced more than 200,000
tons of radioactive waste since 1911.
The wastes now lie beneath an
industrial park near this quiet,
residential suburb, about 20 miles
southwest'of Pittsburgh.

about 8,000 of Canonsburg's 11,000
residents live within one mile of the
facility.
Angered by the delay, about 100
residents have filed class action
lawsuits against the state- and federal
governments, six government agencies
and seven corporations.
"My husband has leukemia, and
then they tell me not to worry. I worry
everyday," said Isabella Spinosa, who
lives about .500 feet from the industrial
park.

-Terrorists threaten
to hk)w 143 liolish
Embassy

Saying they fear for theirhealth,
residents of Canonsburg and nearby
Strabane long have urged the feder_a_l_____
government to speed up plans for
cleaning up the site.
But
necessary
government
standards, which were to be in place by
1979, are almost three years late.
"When you didn't know, you
weren't afraid. Now when you know,
you're afraid.
It's better not
knowing," said Sophie Winseck, who
unwittingly used an old vat from the
processing plant to catch rainwater in
her backyard.

News Brief

BERN, SWITZERLANii (AP)Terrorists threatening to blow up the
Polish Embassy, their hostages and
themselves have extended by 48 hours

government did not end martial law
rule and free all political prisoners.
One of the three hostages releasedall of them women- said she saw "four

Scientists, however, report finding
only slightly higher rates of illness
among those living near the radioactive
site.

their deadline for Poland to end
martial law and free all political
prisoners, the Swiss government
reported Tuesday night.

raiders armed with long weapons
1 he invaders claimed they had enough
dynamite to destroy the building,
themselves and their hostages.

The industrial park is among 24 sites
identified under the Uranium Mill
Tailings Radiation Control Act of 1978
as requiring prompt cleanup.

A communique issued by the
In Warsaw, the Foreign Ministry
government's special crisis team said gave its formal permission for Swiss
the gunmen occupying the embassy police to move into the embassy, which
also agreed to release a fourth hostage. normally has extraterritorial status. It
Earlier, police gained the release of also asked Switzerland
to permit
three women hostages and opened Poland to send a "special
group" here
face-to-face negotiations with the to help end the siege. It
was believed
armed raiders.
the group would include members of
The terrorists, who seized the an anti-terrorist commando
squad.
embassy Monday, were holding at least
Ulrich Hubacher, spokesman for
nine hostages, and originally issued an
Swiss federal police, has refused to rule
ultimatum saying they would blow up
out a police assault on the embassy,
the building at 10 a.m. Wednesday - 4 —bin another police official
gave only a
a.m. EDT - if Poland's communist 4.curt "no comment."

Up to a third of a mile from the site,
the emissions range from two to three
times the normal background levels.
Within that area, the risk of lung
cancer would be about 25 percent
higher, according to Department of
Energy consultants.
The Canonsburg site is the only one
east of the Mississippi River and the
Jail one surrounded by residents-

•

This basic college requirement
now costs $18for the whole semester.
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LONDON (AP) -Movie star
Sophia Loren, who spent 17 days
in May in an Italian jail for tax
evasion, has described her
sentence as a "hellish and
shocking experience."
She denied press reports that
claimed she was accorded special
treatment at the womet. 7 prison
at Caserta near her home town
of Naples.
"In my case, the laws on
detention were applied with great
vigor. No privileges - on the
contrary, absolute rigidity in the
interpretation
of
prison
regulations," she said.
The 47-year-old actress talked
about her time in prison in an
interview in Woman's- Own, a
British weekly women's magazine
published Tuesday.
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Every Day 7:30-10:15 pm.
(.75 del.charge)
For a limited time only, the Bangor Daily News is offering dormitory
residents a 15-week subscription for only $18.
Save $6 over the regular subscripti6n price and receive all the latest in
campus, local, national and international news daily. Sports stories
business briefs, editorials and special features written by an award winning stoff and delivered to your dorm for Pennies a day.
Take advantage of this great offer. Coll our circulation department
today.

BANGOR DALY NEWS
Northern New England's Largest Daily Newspaper

For Dorm Delivery Call 942-4881

FREE DELIVERIES ON
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September Specials (delivery only)
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Opinion
Extraneous Verbiage

Blown Up

Tom Burrall

We're going to end up blowing up the whole
world.
As the arguments about nuclear power and nuclear
weapons continue, many issues are brought up and
are debated. Nuclear power is good,some say, but
nuclear war should be prohibited. Many
government authorities argue that we need nuclear
weapons to be as strong as the Soviets"while their
opponents argue that nuclear weapons should be
totally banned.

—

to S215.9 billion--a 15.9 percent increase over 1982
which is a peacetime high.
Idealistically, it would be wonderful if we could
just fully develop our nuclear resources into the
power that it's very definite we are going to need in
the future. Our oil supplies are not going to last
forever and a lot of research is yet to be done on solar
and other types of energy.
We have a workable source of energy in nuclear
power, but we have to use tt safely and effectively In
order to have it do the most good for us with the least
harm to either the human race or our ecologically- • balanced environment.
However, if we are to continue the way we are
going in our quest for more and more nuclear
weapons, we will not have to worry about what
happens to our descendants. We won't have to 7)=En44^
worry about inflation or unemployment or
education. We won't even have to worry about
survii•albeicause there won't even be any world here
—
to worryitout.
Already, between the Soviet Union and the United
Statec alone, we have more than enough nuclear
weapons to blow up the entire world.
How many more do we want? How many more
could we possible use? If the government would look
at the situation realistically, they would see how
foolish it all is.
Do we really want to blow up the world?

In Tuesday's Maine Campus,an article appeared
on the World News page in which a liberal-oriented
defense group asserted Cut the United States has 50
percent more nuclear weapons than the Soviet
Union, our chief rival and the world's other
"superpower."
Other more conservative groups have been
complaining for a number of years that we have let •
the Russians become stronger and better able to fight
a war on a-massive scale than we could.

-

President Reagan continues to fight for increases
in the defense budget to protect the national interests
but there have been national polls conducted which
show that over half the people in America are against
nuclear weapons.
Reagan continues to argue that the defenses must
be modernized to compete with the Soviets. He
has sent to Congress a Pentagon spending plan which
increase,the defense budget for the 1983 fiscal year

N.S.

Renewed Spirit
Saturday was Student Appreciation Day and
students were admitted to the game free of charge.
On-campus students received a treat with the special
lunch served in the fieldhouse, where hungry football
fans found all the cuisine of a country fair. The
UMO banner contest generated some enthusiasm as
several groups on campus supported their team by
sporting colorful handmade banners.
The Maine team started out right away, with a
touchdown after only the third play from the line of
scrimmage. And as he fans cheered for more, they
got it, when Lorenzo Bouier and teammates made
the plans for four more touchdowns.
Some people might say the high score on the home
team's side could have been due to the new
scoreboard. You never know.
Whatever it was that brought our Black Bears to
victory let's keep on supporting them with all the
enthusiasm that was running so high in the stands last
Saturday so their success might continue! After-all,
they're representing us, all of us at UMO.

Even though some people thought they couldn't do
it, the Black Bears had faith in themselves and their
coaches.
Amid the negative comments sometimes heard
about the team's past record and the fact that they
were playing the first game of the season, the Bears
pulled together to defeat the Howard University
Bison at Alumni Field Saturday afternoon, with an
impressive score of 38-15.
The victory could have been due to the hard work
and long hours put in by coach Ron Rogerson's •
team. The Bears have been working out since midAugust perfecting their defensive and offensive
plays.
Some could say they near capacity, fired-up crowd
pushed the Black Bears onto victory. More than
6,000 fans crowded the stands and cheered as the
points racked up for the home team.

_
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Breaking
the mold
Is the U.S. Army a molding
trap? Is UMO a molding trap? 1
ofter. wonder if Society is a
molding trap. We didn't come
out of the womb like a mold did
we? _ We're all different, aren't
we? Then why does it seem that
society is stamping us out on the
same pad with the same ink?
Diane Matthews is getting a
raw deal. She admitted to being
- &homosexual and the-MS: Army 1
is punishing her.
And
homosexuals are so different
from "normal" people? I guess
homosexual is a bad woir The cabin scam is a-classit—
UMO mold. Besides the health
reasons cited for their closing,
somehow the occupants have to
be blamed as well.
Thomas Aceto came up with
some classics last May. "The
cabins are substandard and do
not represent this model
community." And whose to say
UMO is a model community?
Another classic: "The university
should not be a mirror image of
the greater society. We should
be a reflection of that which is
best."
Oh, I see. UMO provides its
community with everything thr2t
is best.
And hippies are so
different from "normal" people?
I guess hippie is a bad word.
Elizabeth Blackwell made the
big splash into the medical world.
And she won. Jackie Robinson
made the tidal wave that opened
the locks in the baseball world.
And he won. They were two
people that were as "normal"
as you and I, but we look at them
as being "different,"_
Why? Because they did a first.
Of course one doesn't have to155a first tb be "different." The
second woman doctor was
"different." The second black
baseball player was "different."
How many does it take ahead
of you before you are no longer
different?
There have been
hundreds of women doctors and
hundreds of black ball players
since the first and they aren't
recognized as "different."
Matthews will hopefully be a
first and then all those after her will be less "different." When
the next hippie sneaks in and gets
assigned to an on-campus
housing development, he or she
will not be quite as "different"
as those awful creatures iat first
decided to live in the cabifis.
"Different" and "normal"
are such:Well-defined words that
I'm positive they are the only two
words that should be used to
describe all of us mold-developed
humans.
Long live the cracks in the
molds and may you shatter yours
at the soonest time.
Tom Burrall is a seniorforestry
major who is minoring in
journalism. He is from Geneva,
N.Y.
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Consider the rights of students, too

I hc WUIPIC
ItIC cdttot
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time, still not be published.
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right to
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To the editor:
I am of the opinion that a
mediocracy has supplanted the
titular
board
"professionals" in J,Iie
department of Arts/and
Sciences. They are a aid to
initiate action
enever
circumstances wa- nt it. Now
we are confrqnted with the
spectre
of
- the
commun
ization of the

dormitories in order to visualize the domiciles of their
streamline costs. Like an herd. They will be replacing
iiopathic illness, an illness the weapons which wisdomcaused by or exacerbated by has forbidden the police. They
physician error, we are will be academic Red Guards
trapped in ti .! labyrinth of out to slur our morality. Can
living quarters which invite us you imagine a troop of
superannuated Calvinists with
to unlearn.
professors
and degrees in Boll Weevil
Now
chairpersons who have been morphology pulling aside your
inducted into supervisory shower curtain to ascertain
committees (euphemism for your singularity? Do you want
watchdogs) are empowered to to surrender your proud
moments alone to_a peeping
post-menopausal mistress of
the Muses? The Volstead Act
will be resurrected by the
While it is correct that the
remote trustees without a
course will examine the
murmur from the student
"Soviet threat", it should be body - other than a few
mentioned that the course will sniffling 'Oman's'. This is our
— not presuppose uncriticall3L---wimpayrki-- afraid. Please
that there is a Soviet threat. consider your rights or -lose
The article suggested that the
your right to consider. Seneca
course was making such a couldn't have been more apt.
presupposition.
Nick Cusa
Michael Howard
Bangor
Dept. of Philosphy

No_Soviet threat as stated in nudear seminar article
n the effects
ctita
i editor:
I 'am writing to correct an
error lit the article on thespecial seminar
of nuclear war (Maine
Campus 9/6/82). I was quoted
as saying, "We are movi,ng
very close, to a nuclear arms
race. We want to take an
active part in it to prevent it."
I do not recall, and cannot

:L.I

imagine myself saying this.
The United States has been the
leader in a nuclear arms ra
• for over thirty years. and
--not advocate taking_an dive part in the arms race
order
to prevent it. My view is that
the United St es, as the
country w
the most
threatening' and advanced
nucltar ti+eapons, and the

sis

ye6rst histOry of use and threat
of use of nuclear weapons,
principal
bears
the
responsibility for reversing the
arMs_. _race by freezing and
cutting its nuclear arsenal.
Also, I believe I mentioned
that the course will examine
the strategy (not statistics) and
moral principles involved in
the philosophy of nuclear war.

Represent 5rourself

'A man who represents
------ himself has a fool for a
client.
—old legal maxim
Twice in my life I have been
utterly ruinett once when!
lost a lawsoit and once
when I won.
—Voltaire
Angus cutterbeddy owed
Bethesda Frogwort $300,
but refused to pay up. So
Bethesda took Angus to
court. The judge ordered
Angus to pay up, and,
grumbling the whole while,
he did so. Peachy?
Nope.
When Bethesda decided
to sue Angus, she didn't
know how to proceed, so
she hired a lawyer to
represent her. He charged
her $75 an hour for a total
of $500 to handle her case.
Even though Bethesda was
in the right, she lost $2.00 on
the whole thing.
What could Bethesda
have done? If she were a
13140 student, she could

aen
:ets
'us
she
n"
irst

procedure" that may have
led
"...to
a
smug
assumption that conflicts
can be solved only by lawtrained people."
Representing yourself is
called pro se, which is Latin
for do-it-yourself. You can
go to court pro se in matters
ranging from traffic tickets
to divorce to small claims
court.
Small claims court is
precisely where Bethesda
should have gone. Small
claims court is for disputes
over money which come
to less than $1,000. Many of
the rigid rules which apply
to other courts do not apply
to small claims court — for
instance, a witness does not
have to -show up in person,
but may instead submit a
sworn statement. Both sides
usually
represent
themselves, and the jud&e.....
helps both over the rough
spots.
The basic steps for filing
an action in small: claims
court are:
1. Visit the Clerk of
Court at the Maine District

have come to Student Legal
Services, and we could have
handled her case for no
more than the $4.50 of her
Activity Fee that funds our
office and some minor
court costs. But suppose
Bethesda is not a student,
perhaps instead a recent
graduate.
She can represent herself.
For years, the legal
profession has urged people
not to represent themselves
in court, arguing that an
untrained layperson would
be twisted in knots by a
sharp lawyer representing
the other side. While it is
true that many legal
matters, such as A or B
crimes
and
complex
litigation, may require the
services of a trained
attorney, it is also true that
a lot of litigation is simple
enough to be easily handled
by an ordinary person with
no special training. Chief
jusice Warren E. Burger
has recently charged that
lawyers, judges and law
professors have developed a
"fascination
with
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legal briefs

Court on Hammond Street
in Bangor, and tell the clerk
you wish to file a small
claims action. The clerk will
give you a form to nu out
called a complaint.
2. Fill out the complaint.
It is pretty much selfexplanatory, but if you
have problems, the clerk
will help you. You will lytve
to give Jër $IO for"Court
costs.
3.
e clerk will set a
date for a trial and notify
both you and the person
you are suing.
You should prepare for
your small claims trial
beforehand. Line up
witnesses, write your
testimony down so you
won't get mixed up, and
watch a few other small
.rials: You should
dre5s )04‘r.11
we judge- Sudent Legal
Services has a booklet
which explains small claims
in greater detail. Come and
get a copy; they are free.
Pro se procedures may be
slightly different for

different kinds of legal
action. It would be worth
the time for students to see
SLS beforehand for some
pointers. Pro se training is
also available, in some
cases, from Spruce Run
(divorce and family) and
Pine Tree. Once you have
learned the basics, getting
into new areas- will not be
too difficult. If you find
you are in over your head,
then see a lawyer.
This article is just a
summary. You should not
assume it tells you
everything you need to
know about small claims.
As UMO students, you are
in the fortunate position of
having inexpensive legal
services (SLS) which can
teach you the law now so
that you can represent
yourself later.
Next week, we will
continue with the idea of
representing yourself by
talking about hom!. to do
legal research.

by Berke Breathed
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News Briefs

'
e MADRID, SPAIN (AP)- One
of the tiny twin pandas born
in the Madrid Zoo during the
weekend died of respiratory
problems in an incubator early
Tuesday, officials said. The 209pound mother, Shao-Shao, is
tending her surviving cub.
The smaller of the two cubs
born
Saturday
began
experiencing respiratory
problems early Tuesday and died
two hours later, at 3:04 a.m., in
spite of every effort by
verterinarians to save its life,
zoo officials said. An autopsy
determined the cub, which
weighed 2.6 ounces, was a
female.
The sex of the surviving cub
will not be known for several
months.
,
Zoo officials called the death
of the baby panda "a tremendous
blow to us and our hopes to
become the first zota in the world
to display a set of surviving twin
pandas born in captivity.

SAN
SALVADOR,
El
Salvador (AP) - Three peasant
women claim government troops
used fighter-bombers, grenades
and automatic weapons to
massacre 300 unarmed villagers
during a recent anti-guerrilla
drive.
The government denies the
charges made during a news
conference organized Monday by
the Salvadoran Human Rights
Commission,which is generally
considered to be careful about
confirming such charges.
The women claimed U.S.-built
A-37 fighter-bombers, incendiary
bombs, hand grenades and
automatic weapons were used to
wipe out peasants who had been
corralled into an area of San
Vicente province . dominated by
leftist guerillas.

BOSTON (AP) - Saying "I'd
do it again," a newspaper
reporter was freed from jail
Tuesday when his contempt
sentence was commuted after he
had served eight days for refusing
to testify in a murder trial.
Paul W. Corsetti of the Boston
Herald American walked out of
the Middlesex County jail after
the state Executive Council voted
6-0 to approve Gov. Edward J.
King's request to commute the
90-day sentence to time served.
The 33-year-old Corsetti
praised the governor and the
council for_!4reat courage" and
said he was grateful - but had not
changed his mind about keeping
his promise to a news source.
"I knew at the time I was.
violating the law," he told the

council. "I believe firmly what I
did was right."
WASHINGTON (AP) President Reagan, ending a 17day California vacation, returned
to the White House late Tuesday
to present the nation's highest
civilian award to ambassador
Philip C. Habib for "truly heroic
work" toward peace in the
Middle East.
Habib, a 62-year-old diplomat
who has suffered two heart
attacks and has undergone
multiple bypass surgery, spent
nearly three months in the
Mideast
negotiating
the
settlement of the war in Lebanon
and the evacuation of Palestinian
guerrillas from Beirut.
Regan's presentation of the
Medal of _Freedom To—Habib
and a round of meetings between
the two on Wednesday were
intended to focus attention on the
Middle East peace initiative that
the president announced last
week.

Arab summit,to consider Reagan peace plan

Midfield
3-1 win TUI

•

FEZ, MOrocco (AP) -Arab leaders
conferred in strict secrecy Tuesday at a
summit meeting convened to define a
possible Arab peace strategy in the
Middle East for the first time since the
creation of the state'of Israel.
Official Moroccan sources said the
kings, emirs and presidents remained
locked in intensive debate until after 3
a.m. Tuesday morning and resumed
their talks seven hours later.
The sources gave no indication of
the subjects discussed, but pointed out
that the Iraeli invasion of Lebanon and
its aftermath took top place on the
published summit agenda.

_ •
Lebanon has oked the summit to
demand that all foreign forces "Israeli, Palestinian and Syrian" should evacuate all Lebanese territory
without delay.
•
It was clear, however, that the most
important discussion will center on two
Arab peace plans that envisage a
general Arab recognition of Israel, and
a third plan put forward by President'
Reagan proposing:creation of an
autonomous Palestinian "domestic
authority" in association with Jordan.
The Reagan plan was welcomed by
many Arab moderates but rejected by
the Israeli Cabinet and the most
militant Arab hard-liners. It was

virtually certain to overshadow the
peace plans put forward by Saudi
Arabia and Tunisia, though it was not
formally listed on the summit agenda.
The Saudi plan would require Israel
to evacuate all Arab territory occupied
since the 1967 war, including the
Golan Heights and the Arab sector of
Jerusalem. The Tunisian plan would
reduce Israel to three disconnected
enclaves envisaged by the United
Naitons in 1947. The Israeli state was
founded in 1948.
Arab east Jerusalem - containing the
Al Aqsa mosque, the third holiest
shrine of Islam - plays a crucial role in
all three plans. The entire city is to be

internationalized under the Tunisian
plan. The Arab sector would simply
revert to a Palestinian state under the
Saudi plan.
Under a provision of the Reagan
plan that particularly infuriated the
Israelis, the Arab inhabitants of east
Jerusalem would be allowed to vote irt
elections for the Palestinian "domestic
authority."
East Jerusalem and all the West
Bank were part of Jordan until the
1967 war. Jordan's King Hussein
subsequently
relinquished
all
Jordanian claims to the area in favor to
the Palestine Liberation Organization
and the Palestinian state which the
PLO wants to set up in the West Bank.

by Peter W
Staff Write
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Stock market peaks
NEW YORK (AP) -The stock
market retreated today, halting a huge
three-week rally as trading resumed
after a holiday weekend interruption. .
Most of the selling was attributed to
investors seeking to take advantage of.
the recent steep increa,se in stock
prices.
The Dow Jones average of 30
industrial stocks had increased 19
percent between Aug. 12 and the close
of trading Friday.
- The market's late-summer rally was
triggered by sharp declines in interest
rates and picked up strength before the

Labor Day weekend recess because of
buying by investors concerned with
financial instability abroad.
But the outlook for more decline in
_interest rates has been clouded by
renewed upward spurts in the nation's
money supply. The Federal Reserve
Board reported Friday that MI, a
measure of funds readily available for
spending, rose $1.5 billion in late
August.
Concern lingers over the impact of
international financial woes on the US
economy.

ATTENTION SENIORS

Allthoseinterested in running for
Senior Council for the Class of 1983 should
sign up September 8-17 in the Student
Government Office(3rd floor Memorial
Union)from 8 am.- 4pm.. Elections
,,,in
,uvr„,_
will be held Sept.301.

Our Classified pages bring
rPsults:
No matter what you ha‘e to sell
or rent, be it
books, ears, or apts. The cost
is Jou and the
response can be quite high given
the reader •
ship of The Haine Campu
s. To place your ad,
contact Steve Hall at The Maine
Campus at
581-7170,or the information
booth
in the
Memoriai Union.
Classified
rate: '1.20 for the first 15 words.
10' each additional word
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Senior Class Meeting
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Sports

Black Bear strikers kick past L'MPI 3-1

ellbelneftek

Midfielder Michael Keenan heads in the game-winning goal in the Black Bears
3-1 win Tuesday.(Bill Snow photo)
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by Peter Weed
Staff Writer

The UMO men's soccer team scored
three goals in the second half to defeat
the University of Maine at Presque Isle
by a score of 3-1 yesterday afternoon.
The game was the first regular
season contest for both squads and-was

West
I the
ssein

played on the Orono campus.
The UMPI Owls scored first on a
shot by Behrad Talebzadeh at 747 of
the second half. Talebzadeh scored on
a rebound from a shot by Ralph
.Michaud. The ball rebounded to the
top of the penalty box and Talebzadeh
trapped the ball down and shot it past
Black Bear goalkeeper David LaPrise.
The Black Bears scored the c ali7er

eleven seconds later when Jim his first start for the team. He Was
also
O'Connor received a pass from Bob pleased with the way Jim O'Conno
r
Stolz and pushed the ball into the right played.
hand corner of the net.
"Presque
Isle
played
very
The Black Bears next goal came at intelligently," Dyer said.
the 21:30 mark of the second half when
Dyer would like his team to make
midfielder Michael Keenan headed in a more use of scoring opportunities in
corner kick .taken by Juan Ouellette.
the future. He also wants a better shot
Keenan struck the ball at about the six selection from his team.
yard mark sending it into the upper
Andy Connolly said he was pleasedright side of the goal.
with the way the !rack Bears played.
The Black Bears third goal came He inicrthe team executed many of the
with 3:30 left to play in the game.
things they worked on in practice._lie
Striker Joe Miller slipped the-ball from
added that when Jim O'Connor scored
the near post past the Presque Isle the Black Bears first goal it had
a
keeper. Assisting _on .the play were
Juan Ouellette and Andrew-Connolly.
The Black Bears out shot the Owls
37 to 4, with Jim O'Connor getting 17
shots on goal himself.
Black Bear goalkeeper David
LaPrise had only three saves while the
Owl's O'Donnel had 24 saves, 0,1's
coach Vrink McGrath said O'Donnel
had played in goal for the first time in
his career only five days earlier.
McGrath said the Owl's played well
considering they only started practices
August 31. He said his players were not
yet fully in shape because of the short
time they had in preparation for the
first game.
Andy Connolly received muc praise
McGrath also said Orono "did a lot
from UMPI Coach Frank McGarth.
of good things." He said stopper
back Andy Connolly played well for (Bill Snow photo)
sett ling effect on the team/
the Black Bears.' ,
Black Bear co-captain' Billy Meader
Black Bear coach Jim Dyer said he
said he felt the team played well.
thought that Connolly—played well in
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Be at ourprand OpeninOtomorrow
•at our new close to campus location
•intersection of College Ave
and Sti IlwaterAve
TACOS
BURRITOS
ENCHILADAS
NACHOS
TOSTADAS
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Rogerson all smiles

Maine Campus. Wednesday, September- 8, 1982

Opening da victory creates much optimism
by Paul Tukey
Staff Writer

-

_
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Ron Rogerson was clearly a happy
man as he walked into the press room
at the Public Information Central
Services Building Tuesday.
Wearing a classic dress shirt,
brightly colored tie and a broad smile,
Rogerson staged his first regular
season press conference as coach of the
1982 version of the UMO football
team.
After tieing last season's opener
against a Kutztown State team the
Black Bears should have beaten,
Football Coach Rea Rogerson
Rogerson was less than jubilant during surveys the troops prior to this
his first press conference last season, Saturday's game.(Rill Snow photo)
but Tuesday morning his outlook for
brought to Maine from Delaware
the future was laced with optimism.
certainly looks real. The 476 yards of
"I really didn't expect us to score so total offense
against Howard was one
many points so fast--bnt-rtFtake 1t" of the best
outputs by a Black Bear
Rogerson said. The weeks ahead will offense in
recent memory and
probably be tougher for the second
Rogerson credfts the whole offensive
year coach but he feels confident his unit for the succes
s. "The offense
team will improve with the experience really executed
well and the Howard
from each game.
defense really didn't understand what
So was Saturday's rout of the they were doing
trying to defend
Howard University Bison for real?
against the wing-T," he said.
Rogerson said he doesn't _know for
The Bears' offensive line of Mike
sure, but he'd obviously rather have Jenoski, Barry
Buckley, Al Peterson,
won than lost.
Louis Ortiz and Steve Keating proved
"You never know enough about to be devast
ating Saturday--opening
yourself," Rogerson said. "It was the `.1 holes for the
backs all afternoon. On
first game of the season for both teams Lorenzo Bouier's
54-yard breakaway
and you have to wonder about how down the left
side line setting up the
good a team Howard is. Then you Bear's
third
touchdown
by
don't know about Lehigh next week quarterback Rich
Labonte, left tackle
because it will be their first game of the Jenoski made
what Rogerson called
season."
"the best trap block I've ever seen" to
The wing-T offense Rogerson spring Bouier
for the big gain.

Rogerson also credited team captain
Keating for giving the line an added
boost it lacked last season when he was
sidelined with an ankle injury.
"Steve's an inspirational player and
our leader as well as a fine football
player," Rogerson said.
Despite
an
overall
strong
performance in Saturday's game,
Howard was able to move the ball 375
total yards against a defense that
features six players in key positions
who did not start a year ago.
Rogerson looks for improvement in
next Saturday's game against the
Lehigh Engineers.
Rogerson attributed some of the
defensive lapses to a psychological letdown felt by the defense after finding
themselves ahead by three touchdowns
less than halfway through the first- quarter. "The defense expended
much energy getting ready for the
game (against Howard) that I was
afraid they wouldn't have anything left
for the ball game," he said. When the
defensive eleven found themselves in
an unexpected position of being way
ahead, Rogerson said they "took a
deep breath and kind of relaxed a little
bit."
For future games Rogerson said the
defensive ends and linebackers have to
help the secondary with coverage of
shorter past—) inside to the running
backs and wide receivers and was quick
not to blame the deep secondary for
many of the 186 yards Howard gained
through the air on Saturday.
All told, though, Rogerson was
pleased with the way his previously

"questionable defense" performed
against the Bison. "I have a friend
who's a coach in the same conference
as Howard and he told me if we held
them to three or four touchdowns,
we'd be doing really well," Rogerson
explained.

Boyer dies
of cancer

-

ST. LOUIS (AP)-Ken Boyer, 51
a former third baseman and
manager of the St. Louis
Cardinals baseball team, died
Tuesday of cancer.
Boyer played in more than
MO games in his 13-year
playing career. He had a lifetime
batting average of .287, was a
seven-time All-Star, was named
the National League's Most
Valuable Player in 1964 and won
the Gold Glove for third basemen
five times.
•
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Don't miss the
Maine Campus
Magazinesfirstissue of the
semester Thursday
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STUDENTS: Maine Times wants you to read about:

—1, •

• Whether UMO should -do anything fo Impr
ove the student hotising situation.
• A retrospective on the merger of the University
of Maine at Portland and
Gorham State College 12 years ago.
• How to prepare a student to live who only
wants to be prepared to make
a living. ---• How the unionization of-the faculty afte
as the quality of education at
-USM.
• How different Maint-d-afTiptitet interact with
their communities.

-
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Maine Times wants you to read about:

•••

-

these and other important issues affecting YOU, so we
will distribute free
our issue of September 10.-

Look-foritSeptember 9 at the Orono and Bangor campuses
.
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